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The definitive, revelatory biography of Marvel Comics icon Stan Lee, a writer and entrepreneur
who reshaped global pop culture—at a steep personal cost “A biography that reads like a thriller
or a whodunit . . . scrupulously honest, deeply damning, and sometimes even
heartbreaking.”—Neil Gaiman Stan Lee was one of the most famous and beloved entertainers
to emerge from the twentieth century. He served as head editor of Marvel Comics for three
decades and, in that time, became known as the creator of more pieces of internationally
recognizable intellectual property than nearly anyone: Spider-Man, the Avengers, the X-Men,
Black Panther, the Incredible Hulk . . . the list goes on. His carnival-barker marketing prowess
helped save the comic-book industry and superhero fiction. His cameos in Marvel movies have
charmed billions. When he died in 2018, grief poured in from around the world, further
cementing his legacy. But what if Stan Lee wasn’t who he said he was? To craft the definitive
biography of Lee, Abraham Riesman conducted more than 150 interviews and investigated
thousands of pages of private documents, turning up never-before-published revelations about
Lee’s life and work. True Believer tackles tough questions: Did Lee actually create the
characters he gained fame for creating? Was he complicit in millions of dollars’ worth of fraud
in his post-Marvel life? Which members of the cavalcade of grifters who surrounded him were
most responsible for the misery of his final days? And, above all, what drove this man to
achieve so much yet always boast of more?
Featuring nearly 200 covers from the Golden Age to today, the best comic book covers ever
are showcased is this beautiful homage to heroic art. Eye-popping and spectacular, The
Greatest Comic Book Covers of All Time is a full-color salute to the covers that make us say
"wow!" Jaw-dropping, fun, irreverent, sexy and inspiring, these covers have one thing in
common: They made you say, "Wow!" This time, we DO judge a book by its cover.
A New York Times Notable Book Filled with beautiful full-color art, dynamic storytelling, and
insightful analysis, Hillary Chute reveals what makes one of the most critically acclaimed and
popular art forms so unique and appealing, and how it got that way. “In her wonderful book,
Hillary Chute suggests that we’re in a blooming, expanding era of the art... Chute’s often
lovely, sensitive discussions of individual expression in independent comics seem so right and
true.” — New York Times Book Review Over the past century, fans have elevated comics from
the back pages of newspapers into one of our most celebrated forms of culture, from Fun
Home, the Tony Award–winning musical based on Alison Bechdel’s groundbreaking graphic
memoir, to the dozens of superhero films that are annual blockbusters worldwide. What is the
essence of comics’ appeal? What does this art form do that others can’t? Whether you’ve
read every comic you can get your hands on or you’re just starting your journey, Why Comics?
has something for you. Author Hillary Chute chronicles comics culture, explaining underground
comics (also known as “comix”) and graphic novels, analyzing their evolution, and offering
fascinating portraits of the creative men and women behind them. Chute reveals why these
works—a blend of concise words and striking visuals—are an extraordinarily powerful form of
expression that stimulates us intellectually and emotionally. Focusing on ten major
themes—disaster, superheroes, sex, the suburbs, cities, punk, illness and disability, girls, war,
and queerness—Chute explains how comics get their messages across more effectively than
any other form. “Why Disaster?” explores how comics are uniquely suited to convey the scale
and disorientation of calamity, from Art Spiegelman’s representation of the Holocaust and 9/11
to Keiji Nakazawa’s focus on Hiroshima. “Why the Suburbs?” examines how the work of
Chris Ware and Charles Burns illustrates the quiet joys and struggles of suburban existence;
and “Why Punk?” delves into how comics inspire and reflect the punk movement’s DIY
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aesthetics—giving birth to a democratic medium increasingly embraced by some of today’s
most significant artists. Featuring full-color reproductions of more than one hundred essential
pages and panels, including some famous but never-before-reprinted images from comics
legends, Why Comics? is an indispensable guide that offers a deep understanding of this
influential art form and its masters.
Meet one hundred of the strangest superheroes ever to see print, complete with backstories,
vintage art, and colorful commentary. You know about Batman, Superman, and Spiderman,
but have you heard of Doll Man, Doctor Hormone, or Spider Queen? So prepare yourself for
such not-ready-for-prime-time heroes as Bee Man (Batman, but with bees), the Clown (circusthemed crimebuster), the Eye (a giant, floating eyeball; just accept it), and many other oddballs
and oddities. Drawing on the entire history of the medium, The League of Regrettable
Superheroes will appeal to die-hard comics fans, casual comics readers, and anyone who
enjoys peering into the stranger corners of pop culture.
The Amazing Spider-Man. The Incredible Hulk. The Invincible Iron Man. Black Panther. These
are just a few of the iconic superheroes to emerge from the mind of Stan Lee. From the mean
streets of Depression-era New York City to recipient of the National Medal of Arts, Lee’s life
has been almost as remarkable as the thrilling adventures he spun for decades. From millions
of comic books fans of the 1960s through billions of moviegoers around the globe, Stan Lee
has touched more people than almost any person in the history of popular culture. In Stan Lee:
The Man behind Marvel, Bob Batchelor offers an eye-opening look at this iconic visionary, a
man who created (with talented artists) many of history’s most legendary characters. In this
energetic and entertaining biography, Batchelor explores how Lee capitalized on natural talent
and hard work to become the editor of Marvel Comics as a teenager. After toiling in the
industry for decades, Lee threw caution to the wind and went for broke, co-creating the
Fantastic Four, Spider-Man, Hulk, Iron Man, the X-Men, the Avengers, and others in a creative
flurry that revolutionized comic books for generations of readers. Marvel superheroes became
a central part of pop culture, from collecting comics to innovative merchandising, from
superhero action figures to the ever-present Spider-Man lunchbox. Batchelor examines many
of Lee’s most beloved works, including the 1960s comics that transformed Marvel from a
second-rate company to a legendary publisher. This book reveals the risks Lee took to bring
the characters to life and Lee’s tireless efforts to make comic books and superheroes part of
mainstream culture for more than fifty years. Stan Lee: The Man behind Marvel not only
reveals why Lee developed into such a central figure in American entertainment history, but
brings to life the cultural significance of comic books and how the superhero genre reflects
ideas central to the American experience. Candid, authoritative, and utterly absorbing, this is a
biography of a man who dreamed of one day writing the Great American Novel, but ended up
doing so much more—changing American culture by creating new worlds and heroes that have
entertained generations of readers.
"Chock-full of gorgeous pieces of art, many of which I would love to hang on my wall, Batman:
The Animated Series: The Phantom City Creative Collection, is one of my favorite pieces." –
DC Comics News Mondo is proud to present Batman: The Animated Series: The Phantom City
Creative Collection, a visually breathtaking celebration of the Emmy Award–winning series.
Known for their limitless passion and incredible ingenuity for film and television posters, Mondo
turns their attention to the highly acclaimed show Batman: The Animated Series. The show first
aired in 1992 and was instantly met with critical praise for its sophisticated writing and
distinctive, noir-influenced art style, generating an intense following that still exists today. Over
the years, Mondo has received global recognition for their astonishing artisanal posters, and
their creations for Batman: The Animated Series are no exception. The studio has partnered
exclusively with the award-winning artist at Phantom City Creative, Inc., Justin Erickson, in
order to bring this show to life in a striking and unparalleled way. Filled with Erikson’s slick
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graphic design as well as beautifully rendered illustrations, this Batman: The Animated Series
art book is a one-of-a-kind tribute to one of the greatest animated shows of all time.
The Caped Crusade is a fascinating, critically acclaimed chronicle of the rises and falls of one
of the world's most iconic superheroes and the fans who love him--now with a new afterword.
For nearly a century, Batman has cycled through eras of dark melodrama and light comedy
and back again. How we perceive his character, whether he's delivering dire threats in a raspy
Christian Bale growl or trading blithely homoerotic double entendres with Robin the Boy
Wonder, speaks to who we are and how we wish to be seen by the world. It's this endless
adaptability that has made him so lasting, and ultimately human. But it's also Batman's
fundamental nerdiness that uniquely resonates with his fans and makes them fiercely
protective of him. As Weldon charts the evolution of Gotham's Guardian from Bob Kane and
Bill Finger's hyphenated hero to Christopher Nolan's post-9/11 Dark Knight, he reveals how
this symbol of justice has made us who we are today and why his legacy remains so strong.
Well-researched, insightful, and engaging, The Caped Crusade, with a new afterword by the
author, has something for everyone.
The first-ever full reckoning with Marvel Comics’ interconnected, half-million-page story, a
revelatory guide to the “epic of epics”—and to the past sixty years of American culture—from a
beloved authority on the subject who read all 27,000+ Marvel superhero comics and lived to
tell the tale “Brilliant, eccentric, moving and wholly wonderful. . . . Wolk proves to be the
perfect guide for this type of adventure: nimble, learned, funny and sincere. . . . All of the
Marvels is magnificently marvelous. Wolk’s work will invite many more alliterative superlatives.
It deserves them all.” —Junot Díaz, New York Times Book Review The superhero comic books
that Marvel Comics has published since 1961 are, as Douglas Wolk notes, the longest
continuous, self-contained work of fiction ever created: over half a million pages to date, and
still growing. The Marvel story is a gigantic mountain smack in the middle of contemporary
culture. Thousands of writers and artists have contributed to it. Everyone recognizes its
protagonists: Spider-Man, the Avengers, the X-Men. Eighteen of the hundred highest-grossing
movies of all time are based on parts of it. Yet not even the people telling the story have read
the whole thing—nobody’s supposed to. So, of course, that’s what Wolk did: he read all
27,000+ comics that make up the Marvel Universe thus far, from Alpha Flight to Omega the
Unknown. And then he made sense of it—seeing into the ever-expanding story, in its parts and
as a whole, and seeing through it, as a prism through which to view the landscape of American
culture. In Wolk’s hands, the mammoth Marvel narrative becomes a fun-house-mirror history
of the past sixty years, from the atomic night terrors of the Cold War to the technocracy and
political division of the present day—a boisterous, tragicomic, magnificently filigreed epic about
power and ethics, set in a world transformed by wonders. As a work of cultural exegesis, this is
sneakily significant, even a landmark; it’s also ludicrously fun. Wolk sees fascinating
patterns—the rise and fall of particular cultural aspirations, and of the storytelling modes that
conveyed them. He observes the Marvel story’s progressive visions and its painful
stereotypes, its patches of woeful hackwork and stretches of luminous creativity, and the way it
all feeds into a potent cosmology that echoes our deepest hopes and fears. This is a huge
treat for Marvel fans, but it’s also a revelation for readers who don’t know Doctor Strange from
Doctor Doom. Here, truly, are all of the marvels.
Michael Brooks takes on the new "Intellectual Dark Web." As the host of The Michael Brooks
Show and co-host of the Majority Report, he lets his understanding of the new media
environment direct his analysis of the newly risen conservative rebels who have taken
YouTube by storm. Brooks provides a theoretically rigorous but accessible critique of the most
prominent "renegades" including Sam Harris, Jordan Peterson, and Brett Weinstein while also
examining the social, political and media environment that these rebels thrive in. 'A brilliant
critique of the Right with very sharp insight on some of the shortcomings of the Left, this book
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is a must-read for anyone looking to understand how dishonest actors spread their
propaganda.' Ana Kasparian, Host and Executive Producer of The Young Turks
What makes someone a hero? In the early 1960's, the image of a superhero was someone
with a square jaw, a muscular build, and a quick smile whose biggest personal problem was
trying to keep their girlfriends from guessing their secret identities. Then writer Stan Lee and
artists Jack Kirby and Steve Ditko created a group of superheroes who revolutionized comics.
These heroes, including The Fantastic Four, The Incredible Hulk, Spider-man, The X-men, Iron
Man, Captain America and others, were not perfect heroes living in a perfect world, but fallible
people with physical ailments and personal problems like our own. While the authors and
artists who created them did not intend to write explicitly religious stories, their tales of
imperfect heroes who try to do the right thing despite the many challenges they face, provide
us with the opportunity to reflect on our own faith journeys as we strive to live heroic lives in the
real world. Each chapter reflects on the heroes' most famous adventures and discusses the
ways in which we are called to overcome many of the same obstacles they face as we strive to
carry out the ministries to which God calls us. Each chapter ends with questions for reflection
or group study.
Jack Hart, master writing coach and former managing editor of the Oregonian, has guided
several Pulitzer Prize–winning narratives to publication. Since its publication in 2011, his book
Storycraft has become the definitive guide to crafting narrative nonfiction. This is the book to
read to learn the art of storytelling as embodied in the work of writers such as David Grann,
Mary Roach, Tracy Kidder, and John McPhee. In this new edition, Hart has expanded the
book’s range to delve into podcasting and has incorporated new insights from recent research
into storytelling and the brain. He has also added dozens of new examples that illustrate
effective narrative nonfiction. This edition of Storycraft is also paired with Wordcraft, a new
incarnation of Hart’s earlier book A Writer’s Coach, now also available from Chicago.
Examines the influence of comic books on the evolution of American popular culture in the
years between World War II and the emergence of television, focusing on the battle against
comic books by church groups, community elite, and a right-wing Congress.
Highlights the life and accomplishments of the man who co-created the comic books and
heroes "Captain America," "The Fantastic Four," and "The Incredible Hulk."
The oddest supervillains in comics history, in one amazing art-filled collection of overlooked
crooked characters. From the golden age to the modern graphic novel, comic book
superheroes need villains to battle. This collection affectionately spotlights the most ridiculous,
bizarre, and cringe-worthy ever published, from fandom favorites like MODOK and Egg Fu to
forgotten weirdos like Brickbat (choice of weapon: poison bricks). Casual comics readers and
diehard enthusiasts alike will relish the hilarious commentary by author Jon Morris and vintage
art from obscure old comics.
As Eric, who became the Crow after his death, hunts down those who killed him and his
girlfriend Shelly the year before, he longs to return to death and to his beloved.
Whether in comic books or on movie screens, superhero stories are where many people first
encounter questions about how they should conduct their lives. Although these outlandish
figures—in their capes, masks, and tights, with their unbelievable origins and preternatural
powers—are often dismissed as juvenile amusements, they really are profound metaphors for
different approaches to shaping one’s character and facing the challenges of life. But, given
the choice, which superhero should we follow today? Who is most worthy of our admiration?
Whose goals are most noble? Whose ethics should we strive to emulate? To decide, Travis
Smith takes ten top superheroes and pits them one against another, chapter by chapter. The
hero who better exemplifies how we ought to live advances to the final round. By the end of the
book, a single superhero emerges victorious and is crowned most exemplary for our times.
How, then, shall we live? How can we overcome our beastly nature and preserve our
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humanity? (The Hulk vs. Wolverine) How far can we rely on our willpower and imagination to
improve the human condition? (Iron Man vs. Green Lantern) What limits must we observe
when protecting our neighborhood from crime and corruption? (Batman vs. Spider-Man) Will
the pursuit of an active life or a contemplative life bring us true fulfillment? (Captain America
vs. Mr. Fantastic) Should we put our faith in proven tradition or in modern progress to achieve
a harmonious society? (Thor vs. Superman) Using superheroes to bring into focus these
timeless themes of the human condition, Smith takes us on an adventure as fantastic as any
you’ll find on a splash page or the silver screen—an intellectual adventure filled with surprising
insights, unexpected twists and turns, and a daring climax you’ll be thinking about long after
it’s over.

Superman, Batman, Spider-Man, Iron Man, Wonder Woman, the Avengers, the X-Men,
Watchmen, and more: the companion volume to the PBS documentary series of the
same name that tells the story of the superhero in American popular culture. Together
again for the first time, here come the greatest comic book superheroes ever
assembled between two covers: down from the heavens—Superman and the Mighty
Thor—or swinging over rooftops—the Batman and Spider-Man; star-spangled, like
Captain America and Wonder Woman, or clad in darkness, like the Shadow and
Spawn; facing down super-villains on their own, like the Flash and the Punisher or
gathered together in a team of champions, like the Avengers and the X-Men! Based on
the three-part PBS documentary series Superheroes, this companion volume
chronicles the never-ending battle of the comic book industry, its greatest creators, and
its greatest creations. Covering the effect of superheroes on American culture—in print,
on film and television, and in digital media—and the effect of American culture on its
superheroes, Superheroes: Capes, Cowls, and the Creation of Comic Book Culture
appeals to readers of all ages, from the casual observer of the phenomenon to the most
exacting fan of the genre. Drawing from more than 50 new interviews conducted
expressly for Superheroes!—creators from Stan Lee to Grant Morrison, commentators
from Michael Chabon to Jules Feiffer, actors from Adam West to Lynda Carter, and
filmmakers such as Zach Snyder—this is an up-to-the-minute narrative history of the
superhero, from the comic strip adventurers of the Great Depression, up to the
blockbuster CGI movie superstars of the 21st Century. Featuring more than 500 fullcolor comic book panels, covers, sketches, photographs of both essential and rare
artwork, Superheroes is the definitive story of this powerful presence in pop culture.
A celebration of Superman's life and history—in time for his 75th birthday How has the
Big Blue Boy Scout stayed so popular for so long? How has he changed with the times,
and what essential aspects of him have remained constant? This fascinating biography
examines Superman as a cultural phenomenon through 75 years of action-packed
adventures, from his early years as a social activist in circus tights to his growth into the
internationally renowned demigod he is today. Chronicles the ever-evolving Man of
Steel and his world—not just the men and women behind the comics, movies and
shows, but his continually shifting origin story, burgeoning powers, and the colorful cast
of trusted friends and deadly villains that surround him Places every iteration of the Man
of Steel into the character's greater, decades-long story: From Bud Collyer to Henry
Cavill, World War II propagandist to peanut butter pitchman, Super Pup to Super
Friends, comic strip to Broadway musical, Lori Lemaris to Lois & Clark—it's all here
Affectionate, in-depth analyses of the hero's most beloved adventures, in and out of the
comics—his most iconic Golden Age tales, goofiest Silver Age exploits, and the
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contemporary film, television, and comics stories that keep him alive today Written by
NPR book critic, blogger, and resident comic book expert, Glen Weldon
Tells the story of the most successful cartoon character during the silent era from its
beginnings as a comic strip, to its heyday on the big screen
Fascinating and often bizarre true stories behind more than 130 urban legends about
comic book culture. Was Superman a Spy? demystifies all of the interesting stories,
unbelievable anecdotes, wacky rumors, and persistent myths that have piled up like
priceless back issues in the seventy-plus years of the comic book industry, including: •
Elvis Presley's trademark hairstyle was based on a comic book character (True) • Stan
Lee featured a gay character in one of Marvel's 1960s war comics (False) • Wolverine
of the X-Men was originally meant to be an actual wolverine! (True) • What would have
been DC's first black superhero was changed at the last moment to a white hero (True)
• A Dutch inventor was blocked from getting a patent on a process because it had been
used previously in a Donald Duck comic book (True) With many more legends
resolved, Was Superman a Spy? is a must-have for the legions of comic book fans and
all seekers of “truth, justice, and the American way.”
Everything that you need to know about reading, making, and understanding comics
can be found in a single Nancy strip by Ernie Bushmiller from August 8, 1959. Paul
Karasik and Mark Newgarden’s groundbreaking work How to Read Nancy ingeniously
isolates the separate building blocks of the language of comics through the
deconstruction of a single strip. No other book on comics has taken such a simple yet
methodical approach to laying bare how the comics medium really works. No other
book of any kind has taken a single work by any artist and minutely (and entertainingly)
pulled it apart like this. How to Read Nancy is a completely new approach towards deepreading art. In addition, How to Read Nancy is a thoroughly researched history of how
comics are made, from their creation at the drawing board to their ultimate destination
at the bookstore. Textbook, art book, monogram, dissection, How to Read Nancy is a
game changer in understanding how the “simplest” drawings grab us and never leave.
Perfect for students, academics, scholars, and casual fans.
A New York Times bestseller An NPR Best Book of 2016 A Publishers Weekly Best
Book of 2016 In the tradition of The Arabian Nights, a beautifully illustrated tapestry of
folk tales and myths about the secret legacy of female storytellers in an imagined
medieval world. In the Empire of Migdal Bavel, Cherry is married to Jerome, a wicked
man who makes a diabolical wager with his friend Manfred: if Manfred can seduce
Cherry in one hundred nights, he can have his castle--and Cherry. But what Jerome
doesn't know is that Cherry is in love with her maid Hero. The two women hatch a plan:
Hero, a member of the League of Secret Story Tellers, will distract Manfred by regaling
him with a mesmerizing tale each night for 100 nights, keeping him at bay. Those tales
are beautifully depicted here, touching on themes of love and betrayal and loyalty and
madness. As intricate and richly imagined as the works of Chris Ware, and leavened
with a dry wit that rivals Kate Beaton's in Hark! A Vagrant, Isabel Greenberg's One
Hundred Nights of Hero will capture readers' hearts and minds, taking them through a
magical medieval world.
The inside story of the clash of two of Wall Street's biggest, richest, toughest, most
aggressive players--Carl Icahn and Bill Ackman--and Herbalife, the company caught in
the middle With their billions of dollars and their business savvy, activist investors Carl
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Icahn and Bill Ackman have the ability to move markets with the flick of a wrist. But
what happens when they run into the one thing in business they can't control: each
other? This fast-paced book tells the story of the clash of these two titans over
Herbalife, a nutritional supplement company whose business model Ackman
questioned. Icahn decided to vouch for them, and the dispute became a years-long
feud, complete with secret backroom deals, public accusations, billions of dollars in
stock trades, and one dramatic insult war on live television. Wapner, who hosted that
memorable TV show, has gained unprecedented access to all the players and unravels
this remarkable war of egos, showing the extreme measures the participants were
willing to take. When the Wolves Bite is both a rollicking, entertaining read--a great
business story of money and power and pride.
"THEY ARE THE TWO TITANS OF THE COMIC BOOK INDUSTRY--the Coke and
Pepsi of superheroes--and for more than 50 years, Marvel and DC have been locked in
an epic battle for spandex supremacy. At stake is not just sales, but cultural relevancy
and the hearts of millions of fans. Slugfest, the first book to chronicle the history of this
epic rivalry into a single, in-depth narrative, is the story of the greatest corporate rivalry
never told. Complete with interviews with the major names in the industry, Slugfest
reveals the arsenal of schemes the two companies have employed in their attempts to
outmaneuver the competition, whether it be stealing ideas, poaching employees,
planting spies, or launching price wars. The feud has never completely disappeared,
and it simmers on a low boil to this day. With DC and Marvel characters becoming
global icons worth billions, if anything, the stakes are higher now than ever
before."--Amazon.com.
NATIONAL BESTSELLER What Masked Vigilantes, Miraculous Mutants, and a Sun God from
Smallville Can Teach Us About Being Human Superman, Batman, Wonder Woman, Iron Man,
and the X-Men—the list of names as familiar as our own. They are on our movie and television
screens, in our videogames and in our dreams. But what are they trying to tell us? For Grant
Morrison, one of the most acclaimed writers in the world of comics, these heroes are powerful
archetypes who reflect and predict the course of human existence: Through them we tell the
story of ourselves. In this exhilarating work of a lifetime, Morrison draws on art, archetypes,
and his own astonishing journeys through this shadow universe to provide the first true history
of our great modern myth: the superhero. Now with a new Afterword
The first in-depth, behind-the-scenes book treatment of the rivalry between the two comic book
giants. THEY ARE THE TWO TITANS OF THE COMIC BOOK INDUSTRY--the Coke and
Pepsi of superheroes--and for more than 50 years, Marvel and DC have been locked in an epic
battle for spandex supremacy. At stake is not just sales, but cultural relevancy and the hearts
of millions of fans. To many partisans, Marvel is now on top. But for much of the early 20th
century, it was DC that was the undisputed leader, having launched the American superhero
genre with the 1938 publication of Joe Shuster and Jerry Siegel's Superman strip. DC's titles
sold millions of copies every year, and its iconic characters were familiar to nearly everyone in
America. Superman, Batman, Wonder Woman--DC had them all. And then in 1961, an upstart
company came out of nowhere to smack mighty DC in the chops. With the publication of
Fantastic Four #1, Marvel changed the way superheroes stories were done. Writer-editor Stan
Lee, artists Jack Kirby, and the talented Marvel bullpen subsequently unleashed a string of
dazzling new creations, including the Avengers, Hulk, Spider-Man, the X-Men, and Iron Man.
Marvel's rise forever split fandom into two opposing tribes. Suddenly the most telling question
you could ask a superhero lover became "Marvel or DC?" Slugfest, the first book to chronicle
the history of this epic rivalry into a single, in-depth narrative, is the story of the greatest
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corporate rivalry never told. Complete with interviews with the major names in the industry,
Slugfest reveals the arsenal of schemes the two companies have employed in their attempts to
outmaneuver the competition, whether it be stealing ideas, poaching employees, planting
spies, or launching price wars. The feud has never completely disappeared, and it simmers on
a low boil to this day. With DC and Marvel characters becoming global icons worth billions, if
anything, the stakes are higher now than ever before.
An unvarnished, unauthorized, behind-the-scenes account of one of the most dominant pop
cultural forces in contemporary America Operating out of a tiny office on Madison Avenue in
the early 1960s, a struggling company called Marvel Comics presented a cast of brightly
costumed characters distinguished by smart banter and compellingly human flaws. SpiderMan, the Fantastic Four, Captain America, the Incredible Hulk, the Avengers, Iron Man, Thor,
the X-Men, Daredevil—these superheroes quickly won children's hearts and sparked the
imaginations of pop artists, public intellectuals, and campus radicals. Over the course of a half
century, Marvel's epic universe would become the most elaborate fictional narrative in history
and serve as a modern American mythology for millions of readers. Throughout this decadeslong journey to becoming a multibillion-dollar enterprise, Marvel's identity has continually
shifted, careening between scrappy underdog and corporate behemoth. As the company has
weathered Wall Street machinations, Hollywood failures, and the collapse of the comic book
market, its characters have been passed along among generations of editors, artists, and
writers—also known as the celebrated Marvel "Bullpen." Entrusted to carry on tradition, Marvel's
contributors—impoverished child prodigies, hallucinating peaceniks, and mercenary careerists
among them—struggled with commercial mandates, a fickle audience, and, over matters of
credit and control, one another. For the first time, Marvel Comics reveals the outsized
personalities behind the scenes, including Martin Goodman, the self-made publisher who
forayed into comics after a get-rich-quick tip in 1939; Stan Lee, the energetic editor who would
shepherd the company through thick and thin for decades; and Jack Kirby, the World War II
veteran who'd co-created Captain America in 1940 and, twenty years later, developed with Lee
the bulk of the company's marquee characters in a three-year frenzy of creativity that would be
the grounds for future legal battles and endless debates. Drawing on more than one hundred
original interviews with Marvel insiders then and now, Marvel Comics is a story of fertile
imaginations, lifelong friendships, action-packed fistfights, reformed criminals, unlikely
alliances, and third-act betrayals— a narrative of one of the most extraordinary, beloved, and
beleaguered pop cultural entities in America's history.
NATIONAL BESTSELLER NPR Best Book of 2017 “Not all superheroes wear capes, and
Elizebeth Smith Friedman should be the subject of a future Wonder Woman movie.” — The
New York Times Joining the ranks of Hidden Figures and In the Garden of Beasts, the
incredible true story of the greatest codebreaking duo that ever lived, an American woman and
her husband who invented the modern science of cryptology together and used it to confront
the evils of their time, solving puzzles that unmasked Nazi spies and helped win World War II.
In 1916, at the height of World War I, brilliant Shakespeare expert Elizebeth Smith went to
work for an eccentric tycoon on his estate outside Chicago. The tycoon had close ties to the
U.S. government, and he soon asked Elizebeth to apply her language skills to an exciting new
venture: code-breaking. There she met the man who would become her husband,
groundbreaking cryptologist William Friedman. Though she and Friedman are in many ways
the "Adam and Eve" of the NSA, Elizebeth’s story, incredibly, has never been told. In The
Woman Who Smashed Codes, Jason Fagone chronicles the life of this extraordinary woman,
who played an integral role in our nation’s history for forty years. After World War I, Smith
used her talents to catch gangsters and smugglers during Prohibition, then accepted a covert
mission to discover and expose Nazi spy rings that were spreading like wildfire across South
America, advancing ever closer to the United States. As World War II raged, Elizebeth fought a
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highly classified battle of wits against Hitler’s Reich, cracking multiple versions of the Enigma
machine used by German spies. Meanwhile, inside an Army vault in Washington, William
worked furiously to break Purple, the Japanese version of Enigma—and eventually succeeded,
at a terrible cost to his personal life. Fagone unveils America’s code-breaking history through
the prism of Smith’s life, bringing into focus the unforgettable events and colorful personalities
that would help shape modern intelligence. Blending the lively pace and compelling detail that
are the hallmarks of Erik Larson’s bestsellers with the atmosphere and intensity of The
Imitation Game, The Woman Who Smashed Codes is page-turning popular history at its finest.
With humor and tremendous heart, AJ opens up for the first time about her harrowing struggle
to understand her demons and the mental illness diagnosis that helped her gain control over
her life. What most people view as a hardship, AJ embraced as inspiration for her superhero
persona, shattering the stigma attached to mental illness.
A general-turned-historian reveals the remarkable battlefield heroics of Major General Maurice
Rose, the World War II tank commander whose 3rd Armored Division struck fear into the
hearts of Hitler's panzer crews. “The Panzer Killers is a great book, vividly written and
shrewdly observed.”—The Wall Street Journal Two months after D-Day, the Allies found
themselves in a stalemate in Normandy, having suffered enormous casualties attempting to
push through hedgerow country. Troops were spent, and American tankers, lacking the tactics
and leadership to deal with the terrain, were losing their spirit. General George Patton and the
other top U.S. commanders needed an officer who knew how to break the impasse and roll
over the Germans—they needed one man with the grit and the vision to take the war all the way
to the Rhine. Patton and his peers selected Maurice Rose. The son of a rabbi, Rose never
discussed his Jewish heritage. But his ferocity on the battlefield reflected an inner flame. He
led his 3rd Armored Division not from a command post but from the first vehicle in formation,
charging headfirst into a fight. He devised innovative tactics, made the most of American
weapons, and personally chose the cadre of young officers who drove his division forward.
From Normandy to the West Wall, from the Battle of the Bulge to the final charge across
Germany, Maurice Rose's deadly division of tanks blasted through enemy lines and pursued
the enemy with a remarkable intensity. In The Panzer Killers, Daniel P. Bolger, a retired
lieutenant general and Iraq War veteran, offers up a lively, dramatic tale of Rose's heroism.
Along the way, Bolger infuses the narrative with fascinating insights that could only come from
an author who has commanded tank forces in combat. The result is a unique and masterful
story of battlefield leadership, destined to become a classic.
The definitive biography of the beloved—often controversial—co-creator of many legendary
superheroes, A Marvelous Life: The Amazing Story of Stan Lee presents the origin of “Stan
the Man,” who spun a storytelling web of comic book heroic adventures into a pop culture
phenomenon: the Marvel Universe. "[Fingeroth's] intimate yet balanced account, highlights
Lee’s humanity, humor and even humility. But it doesn’t ignore how his canny self-promotion
at times shortchanged his collaborators and constrained his own choices." —Wall Street Journal
Stan Lee was the most famous American comic book creator who ever lived. Thanks,
especially, to his many cameos in Marvel movies and TV shows, Lee was—and even after his
2018 death, still is—the voice and face of comics and popular culture in general, and Marvel
Comics in particular. How he got to that place is a story that has never been fully told—until
now. With creative partners including Jack Kirby and Steve Ditko—with whom he had
tempestuous relationships that rivaled any superhero battle—Lee created world-famous
characters including Spider-Man, Iron Man, the X–Men, the Avengers, and the Hulk! But Lee’s
career was haunted by conflict and controversy. Was he the most innovative creator to ever do
comics? Was he a lucky no-talent whose only skill was taking credit for others’ work? Or was
he something else altogether? Danny Fingeroth’s A Marvelous Life: The Amazing Story of
Stan Lee attempts to answer some of those questions. It is the first comprehensive biography
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of this powerhouse of ideas who, with his invention of Marvel Comics, changed the world’s
ideas of what a hero is and how a story should be told. With exclusive interviews with Lee
himself, as well as with colleagues, relatives, friends—and detractors—Fingeroth makes a doubly
remarkable case for Lee’s achievements, while not ignoring the controversies that dogged him
his entire life—and even past his death. With unique access to Lee’s personal archives at the
University of Wyoming, Fingeroth explores never-before-examined aspects of Lee’s life and
career, and digs under the surface of what people thought they knew about him. Fingeroth,
himself a longtime writer and editor at Marvel Comics, and now a lauded pop culture critic and
historian, knew and worked with Stan Lee for over four decades. With his unique insights as a
comics world insider, Fingeroth is able to put Lee’s life and work in a unique context that
makes events and actions come to life as no other writer could. Despite F. Scott Fitzgerald’s
famous warning that “There are no second acts in American lives,” Stan Lee created a second
act for himself that changed everything for him, his family, his industry, and ultimately for all of
popular culture. How he did it—and what it cost him—is a larger-than-life tale of a man who
helped create the modern superhero mythology that has become a part of all our lives.
Tales to Astonish tells the spectacular life and times of Jack Kirby, the legendary forefather of
American comic books. In the 1960's, Kirby joined with Stan Lee to develop many of our bestknown and most beloved superheroes, including the Fantastic Four, the Incredible Hulk, the XMen, Thor, Iron Man, the Avengers, and the Silver Surfer. Ronin Ro chronicles Kirby's povertystricken origins in New York's Lower East Side, his early commercial triumphs and failures, his
renowned partnership with Lee, and his revolutionary artistic innovations, tracing the comic
book industry from its inauspicious beginnings to its sensational successes. Ronin Ro lives in
New York City and is the author of Gangsta: Merchandising the Rhymes of Violence, the
award-winning international bestseller Have Gun Will Travel, and the novel Street Sweeper. He
has written for Vanity Fair, USA Today, the Los Angeles Times, the Boston Herald, Playboy,
Rolling Stone, and Spin. "Ro cleanly lays out Kirby's story...He does well by the facts."-The
Onion "Ro deftly handles Kirby's relationships...Tales to Astonish celebrates the stubbornness
that kept Kirby, a superhero of comic books in his own right, creative as if against his will."-San
Francisco Chronicle Also available: HC 1-58234-345-4 $24.95

The Secret History of Marvel Comics digs back to the 1930s when Marvel
Comics wasn't just a comic-book producing company. Marvel Comics owner
Martin Goodman had tentacles into a publishing world that might have made that
era’s conservative American parents lynch him on his front porch. Marvel was
but a small part of Goodman’s publishing empire, which had begun years before
he published his first comic book. Goodman mostly published lurid and
sensationalistic story books (known as “pulps”) and magazines, featuring
sexually-charged detective and romance short fiction, and celebrity gossip
scandal sheets. And artists like Jack Kirby, who was producing Captain America
for eight-year-olds, were simultaneously dipping their toes in both ponds. The
Secret History of Marvel Comics tells this parallel story of 1930s/40s Marvel
Comics sharing offices with those Goodman publications not quite fit for children.
The book also features a comprehensive display of the artwork produced for
Goodman’s other enterprises by Marvel Comics artists such as Jack Kirby and
Joe Simon, Alex Schomburg, Bill Everett, Al Jaffee, and Dan DeCarlo, plus the
very best pulp artists in the field, including Norman Saunders, John Walter Scott,
Hans Wesso, L.F. Bjorklund, and Marvel Comics #1 cover artist Frank R. Paul.
Goodman’s magazines also featured cover stories on celebrities such as Jackie
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Gleason, Elizabeth Taylor, Liberace, and Sophia Loren, as well as contributions
from famous literary and social figures such as Isaac Asimov, Theodore
Sturgeon, and L. Ron Hubbard.
In the ranks of NCAA college basketball, Duke University is like something
scraped off the bottom of a shoe. It's like a nasty virus you catch from a door
handle at a public toilet. No team in sports is as uniquely hated as those smug,
entitled, floor-slapping, fist-pumping, insufferable Blue Devils. The loathing has
almost reached the level of a religion. Christian Laettner is a punk. Amen. The
Cameron Crazies are obnoxious. The Plumlees are worthless times three. Coach
K is a jerk. Kumbaya. The team is dogged by an intense hatred that no other
team can match—and for good reason. Millions of hoops fans and March
Madness aficionados around the world are not imagining things. Duke really is
evil, and within the pages of Duke Sucks, Reed Tucker and Andy Bagwell show
readers exactly why Duke deserves to be so detested. They bruise and batter the
Blue Devils with fact after fact, story after story, statistic after statistic. They build
an airtight case that could stand up in a court of law. So sit back in your "I Hate
Duke" t-shirt, and in true Duke fashion, force someone poorer than you to do your
work as you crack open the ultimate guide to Duke suckitude.
For Paidi O'Se football is not an interest, its an obsession. His ruthless drive on
the playing field took him from the remote Corca Dhuibne Gaeltacht to the steps
of the Hogan Stand. A peerless defender, eight All-Ireland medals with Kerry did
not put the brakes on his relentless journey. As the Kingdom lost its majesty in
the wake of Mick O'Dwyer's extraordinary reign, Paidi became possessed with a
messianic zeal to lead the Green and Gold back to glory. However, he had first to
convince the sceptics. As a manager he has ridiculed his critics. His professional
organisation, tactical know-how, courage and passion have marked him apart
and confounded those who cannot handle his uncompromising stand, juxtaposed
as it is with his mirth and exuberance. Ventry, his mother, Croke Park, the
players, O'Dwyer, Maurice Fitzgerald, the Dubs, the Haugheys, the Gardai, the
fun, the States, the pub...Paidi's life, an Irish life on the edge.
Springing from the depths of the Depression, the birth of the comic book
superhero spawned a new genre that still resonates seventy years later, a
journey chronicled in an in-depth look at the people and personalities behind the
creations. 60,000 first printing.
Between 1941 and 1945, Hitler was pummeled on comic book covers by
everyone from Captain America to Wonder Woman. Take That, Adolf! is an
oversized compilation of more than 500 stunningly restored comics covers
published during World War II, featuring America’s greatest super-villain. From
Superman and Daredevil to propaganda and racism, Take That, Adolf! is a
fascinating look at how legendary creators such as Joe Simon, Jack Kirby, Alex
Schomburg, Will Eisner, and Lou Fine entertained millions of kids on the home
front and buoyed the spirits of GIs fighting overseas by using Adolf Hitler as a
punching bag.
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Conventional wisdom holds that comic books of the post–World War II era are
poorly drawn and poorly written publications, notable only for the furor they
raised. Contributors to this thoughtful collection, however, demonstrate that these
comics constitute complex cultural documents that create a dialogue between
mainstream values and alternative beliefs that question or complicate the grand
narratives of the era. Close analysis of individual titles, including EC comics,
Superman, romance comics, and other, more obscure works, reveals the ways
Cold War culture—from atomic anxieties and the nuclear family to communist
hysteria and social inequalities—manifests itself in the comic books of the era. By
illuminating the complexities of mid-century graphic novels, this study
demonstrates that postwar popular culture was far from monolithic in its
representation of American values and beliefs.
They Could Be Heroes Rise of the Superheroes--Greatest Silver Age Comic
Books and Characters is a visual and entertaining adventure exploring one of the
most popular and significant eras of comic book history. From 1956 to 1970, the
era gave us Spider-Man, The Avengers, X-Men, The Incredible Hulk, Iron Man
and a flurry of other unforgettable and formidable characters. The Silver Age
redefined and immortalized superheroes as the massive pop culture titans they
are today. Lavishly illustrated with comic book covers and original art, the book
chronicles: • The new frontier of DC Comics, with a revamped Batman,
Superman and Wonder Woman, and new characters including Hawkman •
Marvel's new comics featuring Thor and The Fantastic Four • The pop art years
that saw Batman's "new look" and the TV series • Independent characters,
including Fat Fury and T.H.U.N.D.E.R. Agents • Spotlights new and re-imagined
superheroes, like Wonder Woman, who have become central to modern pop
culture • Includes values of these comics, which are popular with collectors
Thanks to the Silver Age, superheroes are bigger and badder than ever.
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